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OCCUPY HARLEM, ALLIES PROTEST OBAMA AT APOLLO FUNDRAISER
Protesters Demand an End to Wars, Free Trade Agreements, Attacks on Civil Liberties

On Thursday, January 19, 2012 at 6:45 PM across from the the Apollo Theater at 253 West 125th Street (between Frederick Douglass 
Blvd & Adam Clayton Powell Blvd) protesters will denounce President Obama as he appears at a campaign  fundraiser at the Apollo.  
Protesters representing Occupy Harlem, Occupy Wall Street, Occupy Wall Street Anti-War, Direct Action, and Trade Justice Working 
Groups; Harlem FightBack Against War at Home and Abroad, Black is Back Coalition, Occupy Wall Street Trade Justice, TradeJustice  
New  York  Metro,  Occupy  4  Jobs, Bolivarian  Circle  Alberto  Lovera  NYC, Global  Justice  for  Animals  and  the  Environment, 
Queerocracy, World Can't Wait and War Criminals Watch, and Nodutol for Korean Community Development intend to hold Obama 
accountable for his endless illegal resource wars; job-killing free trade agreements; NDAA and attacks on civil liberties; deportation of 
1 million undocumented immigrants; 16 trillion bailout out for the banks that caused the current economic recession; continuation of a 
racist drug war causing mass incarceration of people of color; privatization of public housing; complicity in the coup in Honduras; 
preventing access to emergency contraception for girls;  global military expansion;  use of torture; sabotage of the Durban climate 
talks; support for more offshore drilling after the BP Gulf disaster; support for nuclear power and increased gas drilling;  scrapping  
stricter limits on smog; delisting wolves as a federal protected species; & and overturning the US ban on horse slaughter.

According to Nellie Bailey of Occupy Harlem, “Obama's president has been a testament to the vital need for campaign finance reform.  
The 99% have no voice in this six billion dollar election as Obama and the Republican primary candidates vie for contributions from 
corporations and the super-rich.  Obama's January 19th fund raising extravaganza at the famous Apollo theater, with tickets going 
from $100 to $5,000, and his $30,000 per plate March 2011 Harlem fund raising dinner  illustrate a profound disconnect the sitting  
President has with poor and working class Blacks that constitute his core base of support. The Central Harlem community with an 
annual  median  income  of  $26,000  wage  daily  struggles  against  massive  unemployment,  rising  homelessness  and  ruthless  
gentrification decimating the local population.  Obama, who campaigned in 2008 as a candidate for the people, has governed as a  
president ruled by the interests of the corporate donors and wealthy elites who can afford to attend event these big ticket fundraisers.  
In the midst of this deepening depression, President Obama awarded ownership of Grant Public Housing Complex to Citigroup and 
pumped 500 million dollars into a charter school on the grounds of another public housing complex, affordable housing for the poor  
now on the chopping block.  Die hard Obama supporters accuse progressive critics of aiding and abetting the racist right wing agenda  
of the Republican Party even though Obama consistently outflanks  conservatives with policies to the right of George W. Bush.”

Obama ushered in the New Year with the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA). The bill authorizes $662 billion in funding for  
“the defense of the United States and its interests abroad" allowing for assassination of US citizens, indefinite detention, arbitrary  
justice,  warrantless searches,  secret  evidence,  secret  courts,  immunity from judicial  review, continual monitoring of US citizens,  
extraordinary renditions and war crimes.  According to Nellie Bailey, "This sweeping expansion of executive powers goes far beyond  
the Bush administration. It is the rise of a police state that seeks to crush Protest and dissent at home as Obama continues military 
aggression and wars and occupation in foreign lands.  NDAA, now codified into federal law, can be used by any sitting President -- 
including right wing Republicans."

As a candidate, Obama appealed to the  “hope” of voters looking for a “change” in our  nation's trade policy with statements like "we 
can't keep passing unfair trade deals like NAFTA that put special interests over workers' interests." and “NAFTA's shortcomings were  
evident  when  signed  and  we  must  now amend  the  agreement  to  fix  them.”  In  November  2007,  Obama said  “The  only trade 
agreements I believe in are ones that put workers first.  Because trade deals aren’t good for the American people if they aren’t good for  
working people. That’s why I opposed CAFTA. That’s why I oppose the South Korea Free Trade Agreement.”   In April of 2008 he 
expressed his opposition to the US-Colombia Free Trade Agreement “because the violence against  unions [there]  would make a  
mockery of the very labor protections that we have insisted be included in these kinds of agreements.”  As a candidate,  Obama 
pledged to crack down on corporate tax havens.  But in October  2011, after doing nothing to reform NAFTA,  the president instead  
send the Colombia and South Korea Free Trade Agreements to Congress, along with the Panama Free Trade Agreement, which locks  
in Panama's status as one of the world's worst tax havens, and then signed all three into law.  Now he's pushing the Trans-Pacific  
Partnership, a 9 country free trade deal that threatens US jobs, the environment, and access to generic medications.   According to  
Ruth Santana, “In betraying his campaign promises by signing Bush's free trade agreements, Obama has proven that the only jobs he  
seeks to create are in overseas sweatshops.  Free trade agreements outsource decent-paying US jobs.  That means more unemployment  
in the US, but profit for the corporations bankrolling Obama's reelection bid, which would rather export jobs to inhumane, starvation 
wage sweatshops in Vietnam or to Colombia, the nation with the highest rate of unionist killings on the planet, than pay living wages  
to unionized US workers.”

Media kit at http://tradejustice.net/obamakit * Additional info at http://harlemfightback.wordpress.com/ 
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